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Dear Parents/Carers, 

I was hoping that I would be able to say it feels as if Spring is upon us when I started writing this, but sadly not! 

Not content with Storm Gareth, it looks as if Storm Hannah is now also on the way. One thing is certain, we have 

not escaped ‘March winds’! The holiday, as always, seems long gone but again, as always, we are already  

approaching the halfway point of this half-term and so much has been happening here since I last wrote to you. 

Before the holiday we wowed audiences with our production of Hairspray and how amazing was that?!  

Totally blown away – not only by the talent of our students but also by the dedication of our staff. I think it has to 

be one of the best school productions I’ve ever seen in over 20 years of 

teaching. I felt immensely proud to be your Headteacher and it is clear that 

Thirsk has some future stars within the community. We also started our 

two day campaign to support ‘Freddie’s Fight’. And once again, the young 

people of our school showed us exactly why we should all be proud to be a 

part of this community. We followed up the non-uniform day with our own 

version of World Book Day (I never need an excuse for ‘fancy dress’, or is 

that ‘a fancy dress’) as that is a particular favourite of Freddie’s, so what 

better way to honour him. I am extremely proud to share with you that in 

total we have raised £3,100 for this amazing young man. The whole idea to 

get behind this campaign came from our young people themselves and they have all displayed our values and 

ethos in the way that they have raised money and supported this cause. 

Since the holiday, Year 11 have settled in well to the many extra revision sessions available to them in their  

remaining last few weeks at school. Please continue to think of them and their families with the hard work they 

have ahead of them in the coming weeks. Several students have also been ‘bag packing’ at Morrisons in Ripon to 

raise money for their next music trip and again were an absolute credit to us. So much so, in fact, that I have been 

stopped at various points around Ripon, by various people, to tell me what a great job they did! And, you will see 

many more ‘good news’ stories as you read on. 

Finally, we are delighted to share with you that some of the proceeds from the Mayor’s Ball, which will be held at 

Thirsk Racecourse on Saturday 23rd March will be donated towards our Inclusion Unit. I would like to thank Hazel 

Dalgleish on behalf of all of us for her generosity regarding this, it is greatly appreciated. So, on that note, without 

further ado, I must leave you to go find another ‘fancy dress’ ready for said event this coming Saturday! 

Best wishes, 

Emma Lambden, Headteacher  
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Sports News 

 

 

 

Basketball 

Congratulations to our Year 9  and Year 10 basketball teams, who have both  

finished in fourth place in the North Yorkshire County Basketball finals.  

 

 

 

 

Year 8 Boys Football: Thirsk vs Queen Ethelburga’s (QE) - friendly game  

By Ben Kelly, Year 8  

Thirsk's first game after Christmas was against QE and provided a thrilling and exciting fixture for the 

neutral but ended in heartbreak for Thirsk. 

It was a tense opening 5 minutes but eventually QE broke through and burst into the lead. Thirsk battled 

hard after that and chances came thick and fast. Will Kelly came the closest as his exquisite lob flicked off 

the top of the cross bar. 

For all Thirsk's pressure they were undone by a swift counter attack and a vicious shot sailed into the top 

right corner to make it 2-0  

Thirsk went into half time with renewed hope as top scorer Will Kelly cleverly slid the ball under the  

goalkeeper to get the year 8s riled up for the second half. The second half couldn't have started any 

better as Thirsk drew level. It was a fortunate bobble in the ground and substitute Sam Aitken tapped the 

ball into the empty net. 

Both teams pushed for a winner but as the game went on it looked increasingly likely that a draw would 

be the result. That was until the final 5 minutes where from a corner the ball was flicked onto the post 

and dribbled in to give QE the lead by 3 goals to 2. 

The man of the match was easily Jake Duncalf who made unbelievable save after unbelievable save to 

keep Thirsk in the game. 
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Battlefields Visit 

The History Department took some of our Year 9 and 10 students to visit the World War One battlefields of Belgium 

and France last month. One of our Year 9 students, Amelia, tells us about it here in her own words: 

Day 1 

It was an early start for us, at 3:30 am we started arriving at the bus park and by 4 am we were all there, shattered 

but full of energy and excitement, on the bus and set off for Folkestone. We arrived at 

the euro tunnel at around lunchtime, after an eventful few hours of kazoos, sweets and 

laughter. The trip from Folkestone to Calais lasted about half an hour, especially with a 

sing-song of ‘under the sea’. After the journey we had made extra time so we decided to 

go to Lijssenthoek cemetery, this was a Commonwealth Cemetery (which is where 

French, British, American, Indian and German soldiers are buried as well as Chinese  

labourers). It was really uniform and each stone had a cross on it. It is the second biggest 

British war cemetery in the world, holding 10,000 British soldiers. Afterwards we went to 

the Passchendaele Museum; it was really interesting and fun to look at the conditions of 

World War One. We finally departed from the museum and hopped on the bus and went 

to the hostel. We got our keys and opened our rooms and settled in. Tea was tomato soup, fish and chips and  

chocolate mousse. After a lot of chatter and eating we headed up to our rooms to rest our head to bring us to the 

next day. 

Day 2 

At around 7 we went to breakfast, delicious croissants and pains au chocolat or fruit and yoghurt. We then had the 

task of making our sandwiches for lunch. Mr Hollis was in charge, keeping us in an orderly form and on point. At 

around 9, we set off for the jam-packed day ahead. We first headed to the Arras Memorial, which was a big  

cemetery that had fewer soldiers buried than the Lijssenthoek cemetery, but on a huge 

wall behind the cemetery had 35,000 soldiers listed which they couldn't find the bodies 

for but fought in the Great War. We then went to Wellington Quarry. That was  

particularly interesting. We had to wear headphones, which told us information about 

the quarry throughout the tour. We also went to Vimy Ridge (which was a memorial for 

the Canadian soldiers). By this point it was incredibly windy. This stop involved some 

time in a delightful visitor centre and a remake of the Canadian trenches which had 

little bunkers which people tried to fit in, it was a funny sight. There was also a tour of 

the Canadian tunnel systems underneath Vimy Ridge. Afterwards we went to Essex 

Farm Cemetery where the youngest British soldier Valentine J Strudwick was buried. 

He was only 15 when he was killed. After a trip back to the hostel we had a detour to 

the Pool of Peace and the Church in Messines. We had vegetable soup, and Spaghetti 

Bolognese and a Chocolate Cornetto. Finally we went to the Menin Gate service of commemoration, which was 

very special. It began and ended with a bugle playing the ‘Reveille’. When the ceremony concluded we headed back 

to the hostel, exhausted after another full day. 
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Battlefields Visit continued 

 

 

Day 3  

The last day, but we all wish it wasn't. We once again had an early breakfast followed by orderly sandwich 

making ready for the day ahead. We first stopped at the Langemark Cemetery. Among the graves there 

was a mass grave with 32,000 bodies of unnamed soldiers, it was  

totally different from the British cemeteries as it was only a simple 

black plaque for the graves. We then went to the biggest British war 

cemetery, known as Tyne Cot. it was sobering in its huge size. There 

was another wall of names without bodies, and countless graves. 

Next stop was Sanctuary Wood which had some original trenches 

and tunnels, we needed wellies as it was very muddy, we kept  

scaring each other down the dark tunnels. The historical element of 

the trip concluded when we  

finished at the Flanders Field Museum. We used poppy wristbands to 

access information about the artefacts displayed and to hear personal 

stories. In a different way, the highlight of the trip was the chocolate 

shop, Leonidas! We were persuaded to buy a fair amount of chocolate. 

The journey home was made smoother by watching the films Frozen 

and Moana which were voted highest out of the selection of films. Each 

musical number was greeted with a chorus of students. We arrived at 

school around an hour early, exhausted and full of stories.  

It was a fantastic trip and I’d recommend it for the sheer amount I learned, but also for the excitement of 

each stop. I thoroughly enjoyed it and would go again. I enjoyed every part. Thank you to the History  

Department for organising it and looking after us.  

 

By Amelia Macmillan  
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Freddie’s Fight 

Thank you to everyone who contributed to our two non-uniform days to raise money for Freddie’s Fight, 

which have raised £3,100 in total. This includes donations made by the audience at ‘Hairspray’,  

donations from staff, and money raised by Marc in Year 7 selling badges.  

World Book Day 

To mark World Book Day students and staff came to school in  

fancy dress, in exchange for a contribution to the Freddie’s Fight 

charity. All our students received a voucher for a free special 

World Book Day book, and we were visited by White Rose Books, 

Thirsk for a book stall where students could browse and buy  

hundreds of new titles. Staff brought their favourite book to 

school with them, and students were tasked with finding out as 

many of the titles as possible, with the winner receiving a prize. Congratulations to Lizzie in Year 7, who 

had the most correct answers. 

Mental Health and Wellbeing 

Our school website now has a section linking to resources on student mental health and wellbeing. 

http://thirskschool.org/pastoral-care/mental-health-and-wellbeing/ 

Year 11 Hospitality and Catering 

There will be practice sessions for students taking this course. Sessions will run Wednesday 20th March 

and Thursday 28th March from 3.40-4.40pm in D9 with Miss Hullah.  

Performing Arts 

Last weekend was a busy one for our musicians, who raised £1100 bag packing at Morrisons in Ripon, 

followed by a trip to Leeds Town Hall to hear live music.  

Our Year 11 musicians took their performance exam as part of their GCSE last week, then this week  

students will take the external ABRSM music exams—good luck to all those taking exams. 

Please note a change of date for the Spring Concert. It is now scheduled for Thursday 4th April at 7pm.  

All are invited to hear our special Year 13 leavers concert featuring solos and music from our many  

ensembles. 

The Falcon 

The new issue of our student newspaper The Falcon is now available to pre-order on ParentPay at a cost 

of £1 per copy. Our journalists will distribute the pre-ordered colour copies of the paper in the first week 

of April.  

http://thirskschool.org/pastoral-care/mental-health-and-wellbeing/
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Monqi Phone 

We have been informed about a mobile phone now available, which is designed as a safer option as a first 

phone for children. The ’Monqi’ phone pairs to another device so that all messages, chat, internet history 

etc. can been seen by parents and carers. It  has a tracking device so the paired device can see where a 

child’s phone is, and it is easy to block numbers or place limits on phone usage and times the phone can be 

used. The phones are sold by Tesco, you can find out more on the Tesco Mobile website:  

https://www.tescomobile.com/monqi 

Seneca Revision Website 

All Year 10 and 11 students have free access to Seneca, a revision and homework platform making  

studying and revising more fun. Seneca is an interactive way to learn official course content. Their web app 

covers exam board content condensing what students need to know for their exams. The software is able 

to identify gaps in learning. For instance, when you get a question wrong, the platform will repeat the topic 

in different formats and has proven to make students remember topics 2x faster. If your child has not done 

so already they can sign up via senecalearning.com 

All they need to join a class is the class code given by their teacher. 

Rotary Engineering Competition 

Teams of our budding engineers from Years 8, 9 and 10 recently 

took part in the annual Rotary Technology Tournament in  

partnership with the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. 

Teams from secondary schools in the area compete in a one day 

challenge to build a working model, whose requirements are not 

specified until the event.  Students had a fantastic day  

completing the challenges and exploring the job roles and  

vehicles maintained by the REME.  

Bag2School Fundraising 

After a hugely successful Race Night, which raised over £400 for the school, the PTA’s next fundraising  

initiative has been a ‘Bag2School’ collection of unwanted clothes, accessories, shoes and household  

linens. Thank you to everyone who donated, we will keep you updated on how much has been raised. 

MCAS app 

My Child at School (MCAS), the online portal for parents, is now available through an app that can be 

downloaded from the App store/ Google Play etc. MCAS enables you to view your child's timetable, 

attendance, behaviour comments and reports, updated in real time. Log in using your MCAS username and 

password (emailed to you when MCAS launched last term). 

 

 

https://www.tescomobile.com/monqi
senecalearning.com
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Hairspray 

A review of last month’s hit musical production by Mr Hollis: 

After three long, dark and cold half terms some members of the school might feel there was an excuse to 

be a bit tired, lack lustre or even grumpy. However, if that was the case, then clearly nobody had read the 

script to the fabulous cast and production team of the Thirsk School musical- Hairspray. Their energy,  

vivacity and musicality shone after months of rehearsals and the production acted as a tonic to everybody 

who was even peripherally involved. This is a musical steeped in  

important social, cultural and moral issues, all of which I will come to 

later. However, in reviewing it I have to say that the overwhelming  

impression it left me with was one of total, unabashed joy. This was a 

production that dripped with some moments of such fantastic silliness 

that it would have been impossible to watch it without an enormous 

grin on your face from beginning to end.  

I want to start off by talking about the singing. Often in a school  

production you tend to gloss over the odd flat note or two in an awareness of students having developing 

voices. However, even with demanding melodies, some of which were clearly written for trained gospel 

singers, the singing was the first thing that stood out for me in this 

production. The Webster Joneses (Dulcie and Oona) were consistently 

excellent in this regard, with Dulcie wowing everybody from the very 

first moment with her pitch perfect rendition of ‘Baltimore’, and  

continuing in that vein throughout. Similarly Alfie Dickson and Charlie 

Nicholson were fabulous with their mature baritones, both of which 

drew whoops from the audience 

whenever they sang. Alfie seemed to be channelling the presence and 

charisma of every X factor finalist who has ever existed, whilst  

Charlie’s smooth, suave take on Elvis was spot on.  However, on the 

vocal front a stand out mention must go to Madi Banthorpe, who 

owned the stage whenever she stepped onto it. She has an  

exceptional voice and presence. She is one to really watch (and listen 

to!) in the future. 

Last year I said that Alex Gardiner made me laugh the most of anybody in the production. If this was the 

case, then he has continued to up the bar this year. It takes some guts for a production team to allow a 

bearded sixth former to play a middle aged woman. This is definitely a decision that could, in the wrong 

hands, have back fired. However, Alex has such presence and charisma that he owned that role from his 

first moment on stage to his last.  
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Hairspray continued 

His partnership with Wilf Tomlinson was like watching an experienced, ageing comedy 

duo on their final tour together. The two of them were so comfortable and happy on 

stage, and made one another laugh so much that their performance was infectious, 

and there was rarely a line delivered by either of them that didn’t get the audience 

going. I described this as a joyful and slightly silly production. If that is the case, then a 

lot of the credit for this goes to these two. However, all of the cast performed well. 

Jess Coates clearly enjoyed vamping some kind of inner evil for her role as Velma Von 

Tussle, whilst Ben McLoughlin as Seaweed led the team of black students with a calm 

sense of certainty, eventually finding love with the outstanding Eva Foggin, who was a 

ditzy and brilliant Penny. Her relationship with her mother (Molly Towse) was very 

funny indeed. Every principal deserves a mention for their confidence and energy on 

stage, and for their ability to keep such a weighty and complex plot line together. In particular there were a 

group of departing year 13 students, all of whom have, in their own way,  

contributed significantly to the performance culture at Thirsk School. They should all 

leave with pride for what they have done. 

As always with a school musical, the real highlight comes in watching the ensemble 

cast. This is where you get to see the stars of the future, and feel the buzz of the  

production. Every time the whole cast was on stage was magic in my mind, and it 

does at times increasingly appear like most of the students in the school are on 

stage. What an achievement! If I am being hyper critical, then there might be a case 

in future years for extending the stage even further into the audience to give more 

room to move. However, everybody seemed to be able to 

dance and sing with some degree of comfort, and I  

certainly would not want to see any cut in the numbers of people involved in a great  

production like this. It takes quite a lot for the students of a relatively small rural  

English school to take on the issues of urban race, culture, gender and weight that this 

production demands. Beneath all of the fun, this was a show that, in many ways, acted 

as a sort of continuous PSCHE lesson on how people should and should not be treated. 

We can all learn from Hairspray, and so much credit needs to go to the people who 

made it happen, whether that is the wonderful ex-students who volunteered to return 

in the band, or to the extraordinary Mrs Stimson and Mr Pierce-Williams, who as  

director and musical director make the whole thing happen. Nobody who was not  

involved can truly understand the months of hard work that goes into a school production, and these members 

of staff dedicate everything to making it. They are wonderful! I left the main hall feeling revitalised by the  

gushing positivity of the production. It was as joyful a night as I have had in my career. Well done to all that 

were involved in it. 
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  Lunchtime After school 

Monday 

 Netball – all years – Sports Hall 

 This Girl Can (Girls only club) -  

Gym   

 Yrs 7/8 Football - Fields 

 Football – all years , boys and 

girls–  Astro Turf 

 Basketball—Sports Hall  

 Yr 9 Girls Only Club – Gym  

Tuesday 

 GCSE PE Revision – A1 

 Yr 8 Indoor Football League—

Sports Hall 

 Girls Indoor Football – Gym  

 Badminton Smash Up – Sports 

Hall  

Wednesday 

 Gymnastics – Gym –  

 Cricket – Sports Hall  

 Rugby – All years – Fields  

 BTEC Sport Catch up – D19 

 Trampolining – Sports Hall  

 Hockey – All Years – Astro  

 6th Form Football – Fields  

Thursday 

 Dodgeball – Gym –  

 Basketball—all years – Sports 

Hall  

 Netball – All years   

 Girls Football 

 GCSE PE Intervention – A1 

Friday 

 Dodgeball – Gym  

 Y7 Indoor Football league – 

Sports Hall  

 Girls Football—all years—Fields 

 Football Yrs 9/10/11 – Fields  

 

PE Department Extra-Curricular Activities February-Easter  

 

All clubs are free and open to everyone 


